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Abstract
LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) will be the world's most sensitive dark matter 
experiment. LZ is using 7t (5.6t fiducial) of liquid xenon in a TPC as 
target material, Xe Skin to veto gammas and an Outer Detector to 
veto neutrons by using 17t of Gadolinium doped liquid scintillator. LZ 
is able to increase its sensitivity by a factor of 2 with the inclusion of 
the veto system.

Principle of the Outer Detector
- The TPC is surrounded by a veto system which includes:

- Instrumented Xe Skin to veto γ-rays.
- Outer Detector (OD) to veto neutrons and muons.

- A WIMP scattering in the LXe TPC will not deposit energy in the 
surrounding sub-detectors.

- The addition of the veto system increases the sensitivity by almost 2.
- The ability to characterise backgrounds will be paramount to confirm a 

WIMP discovery.

Optical Calibration System
- The Outer Detector will utilise an LED driven system to calibrate the OD PMTs. 
- 35 injection points are situated around the Outer Detector [5].

Physics
- The OD allows LZ to reject 96.5% of all neutrons with energy >200 keV [4].
- Application of veto reduces NR backgrounds from 10.4 counts/1000 live-days 

to 1.03 counts/1000 live-days [2]. Such events could mimic the signal from 
dark matter.

- The OD almost doubles LZ's sensitivity and provides additional information to 
constrain the NR background component in the PLR.

Summary
- Characterisation and identification of backgrounds is crucial in rare event dark 

matter searches. 
- The Outer Detector and veto system allows LZ to reduce the impact of 

backgrounds and thus reach its projected sensitivity.
- Construction of the Outer Detector is complete. First physics data this year. 

Exciting times ahead!
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Gadolinium Loaded Liquid Scintillator
- Gadolinium has the largest neutron capture cross-section of all elements.
- Using 17 tons of Gd doped scintillator that will capture almost all neutrons 

scattering inbound or outbound of central TPC.
- The Gd-LS is contained in 10 tanks surrounding the TPC hermetically and 

viewed by 120 PMTs [3].
- Upon neutron capture 8 MeV of energy are released via 3-4 photons, making it 

a signature we can detector with very high efficiency [1].
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Single scatter event distributions for all significant NR backgrounds in the region of 
interest relevant to a 40 GeV/c2 WIMP (approximately 6–30 keV).

Trace from OCS injection.
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